
As the name suggests,
a buyers agent works
exclusively on behalf
of the purchaser in a
property transact ion.

Like a real estate agent, buyers agents are
licensed professionals; however they do not
sell real estate.  Instead their role involves
everything from searching for and
evaluating  property, to negotiating the
transaction for clients and bidding at
auction.

Having a buyers agent on side when you’re
looking for a property to purchase, whether
as an owner occupier or investor, levels the
playing field so to speak; just as the vendor
has a representative (the selling agent)
taking care of their best in terests, the
purchaser also has someone on their team
ensuring they find the best property for
their requiremetn and get a great deal when
it comes time to buy.

Ed Nixon is the CEO of
Trilogy Funding, a boutique mortgage
broking firm that specialises in
helping property investors arrange
and structure the right loans for long term
stability and flexibility.

He has been involved in the finance
industry since 1991, with 12 years
experience in commercial finance.
In early 2003, he changed his focus
to specialist mortgage broking.

Ed’s area of expertise is ‘structuring
multiple loans for continued
investing’. He runs seminars on this subject
for property investor and industry groups.

Ed can be contacted on
1300 657 132 or at
ed.nixon@trilogyfunding.com.au
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What is a
buyers agent?



ENGAGING THE SERVICES OF A BUYER’S

AGENT.

When engaging the services of a buyers
agent, you generally have a choice as to
whether they provide a full search,
evaluation and negotiation service or a
negotiation or auction bidding service only.

Obviously, you will pay less for the latter
option, which entails the buyers agent
assessing a property that the purchaser has
already found and then partaking in a
private treaty negotiation or acting as the
purchaser’s representative at auction and
bidding for them.

A buyers agent gives property investors in
particular a distinct advantage when it
somes to seeking out an ideal addition to
their portfolio.

Rather than relying on a real estate agent,
who has a vested interest in selling what
they market, you will get independent,
professional advice that is reliable and well
researched.

Essentially, the buyers agent is able to give
you all the necessary knowledge to make an
informed buying decision.

A good buyers agent will have access to
every available property on the market
in which they specialise including
properties that have not yet been
advertised by the listing agent.

They should have a strong rapport with
local real estate agents so they are kept
abreast of any new listings due to go on
the open market that might be suitable
for current clients.

While many investors believe they cannot
afford the services of a buyers agent as
they think they are too expensive, I would
argue that the amount of money a buyers
agent can save you during the
negotiation or auction bidding process,
not to mention the potential of securing a
better performing property, with their
help, will usually add up to thousands of
dollars in your pocket.

In addition, they will save you the time
and stress that goes into finding the
perfect property and for investors, their
fees are added to the cost base which
helps out tax wise if you ever sell.

When qualifying a buyer’s agent the
most important thing you need to ask is

whether they are truly independent.

If they accept any type of “commission”
from vendors or real estates for sending

business their way, they are not going to
be working exclusively and objectively for

you, the purchaser.



reason 1

Access

You will have access to every available
property on the market (and sometimes
not on the market) that you are looking
in.

reason 2

Time

They will save you time - time that you
could be spending with your family
rather than pounding the pavements.

reason 3

Stress

They will save you the stress and
frustration that often comes with the
process of searching for the perfect
property to suit your needs.

reason 4

Informed professional

You will have an informed professional
negotiating the purchase on your behalf
and potentially saving you thousands off
the asking price.

reason 5

Bid on your behalf

They can bid at auction on your behalf
and take the emotion out of the process.

reason 6

Work hard

They will work hard to find you the right
property in the right location that will
offer good prospects for capital growth
to benefit your portfolio.

reason 7

Expand faster

Engaging a buyers agent will potentially
allow you to expand your portfolio faster
as they can secure high growth assets
that you can leverage into further high
growth assets.

reason 8

Less mistakes

They rarely make a mistake for you
because they work in their own area
and know the council regulations and
the drivers of that market.

reason 9

Save on fees

The fee they charge is often saved in a
better negotiated purchase price.

reason 10

Good service

They are usually small business owners
that rely on giving you good service so
they can be referred by you to your
friends / colleagues.  Poor operators
don't last long.

If you need a buyers agent, call the
office and we wil share with you
buyers agents that clients have

used and have had a great outcome
with.

10 reasons why you should use a buyers agent


